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H.4001 strikes the provision of the Massachusetts Constitution
which mandates that similar forms of income be taxed at the same
rate and requires that any income tax of the Commonwealth must
be graduated. Although Article 44, which establishes the state’s right
to tax income, also permits reasonable exemptions, the strict language
regarding proportionality has meant the state must tax an individual
based on the type of their income rather than by its extent. This
restriction has not only hindered development of a tax structure based
upon ability to pay, but has cut off sound policy options for the tax
system as a whole. A majority ofthe members of the committee believe
Massachusetts should eliminate this provision so the Common-
wealth’s tax policy can be matched with the majority of states which
levy a progressive income tax.

A number of misconceptions surround graduated income taxes,
perhaps the most common of which are how tax brackets and
marginal tax rates work. They are not a means to tax people by
surprise. A person does not get “stuck” in a higher tax bracket for
receiving a one dollar bonus. A marginal rate is only applied to each
dollar of income earned above the threshold, not to all of the income
below it. Passing the threshold only results in each new dollar being
taxed at the higher rate, not every single dollar getting taxed at the
higher rate. This concept of marginal rates as thresholds which
suddenly apply to all earnings if crossed, is one of the most common,
and understandably frightening, misperceptions.

Instead, there is only one way to measure how much a person will
pay, the effective rate how much one’s tax is as a percentage of
income. Whether one is in a particular marginal rate bracket or not
is not so important since only the effective rate determines how much
one owes. With a graduated income tax, the effective rate for some
will increase, and their tax will rise. For most, it will drop and their
tax will decrease.
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The graduated rate, however, is about balance in taxes. Most people
agree that everyone should pay at least the same percentage of their
income in taxes. Unfortunately, the current tax system does not work
this way. Instead, the more one makes, the less one pays in taxes and
fees as a percentage of income. In fact, poor people and the middle
class of the Commonwealth pay approximately 150-200% more as a
percent of their income in taxes than the wealthy. While the rates poor
and wealthy citizens pay in income taxes may be approximately equal,
the percentages people pay in other taxes hits the poor and middle
class much harder.

In addition, the current prohibition on graduated income taxes
hinders the development of other elements of tax policy. For example,
since all income must be taxed based on its type, no special benefit
can be given to those who chose to invest in the Commonwealth.
Under the current law, the state would have to give just as much of
a tax break to an individual for starting a business in another state
as for starting one in Massachusetts. Passage of this change would
also provide an opportunity to simplify the income tax by opening
the option of piggybacking on the federal income tax, with the state
merely taking a percentage of federal tax owed as is done in many
states, including Vermont and Rhode Island.

The wisdom of a graduated tax system has already been
acknowledged by most other states. Of the 42 states which levy an
income tax, 35 have graduated rates, including many of the states with
which Massachusetts competes, such as New York and California.

Finally, it is true no rates have yet been established, a result of the
fact that a General Law change cannot be included with a
constitutional change. However, we sign this while working on the
passage of another bill which will take effect if the graduated income
tax proposal passes. That law would require that any graduated
income tax proposal be revenue neutral and provide a tax reduction
to a significant majority of the population. In this way, the voters will
know this is not an attempt at a tax increase, and that a majority of
people will get a decrease in their tax bills.

Ultimately, the graduated income tax is not about hidden tax
increases or convoluted laws. It is about tax fairness and sound tax
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policy. For these reasons, and with these conditions, a majority of
the members ofthe Joint Committee On Taxation believe that H.4001,
should be reported favorably from the committee and placed before
the public for a vote.

Sen. Martin J. DunnRep. Angelo M. Scaccia
Rep. Robert M. Koczera
Rep. Jeffery J. Hayward
Rep. J. James Marzilli, Jr.
Rep. Peter J. Larkin

Sen. Thomas F. Birmingham

Rep. Sally P. Kerans
Rep. Joseph N. Hermann
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H.4001 would amend the Constitution to require that the state’s
income tax be graduated. Although the Constitution permits
numerous exemptions and deductions, Article 44’s requirement of
proportionality has ensured that the tax rates on similar types of
income have remained largely the same. A minority of the Committee
believe that the requirement of proportionality is not as flawed as
some have portrayed, and that several issues need to be resolved
regarding H.4001 before its passage could be supported.

One issue is that of income tax burden. Massachusetts already relies
very heavily on the income .tax to raise its revenues. Both on a burden
and per capita basis, the Massachusetts income tax load is one of the
highest in the nation. While a graduated income tax would reduce
the levy on some people, for others it would likely produce one of
the highest tax levels in the country.

Such a high level would be particularly harmful in light of the
perception many people have of the tax. A graduated income tax
targets those citizens who earn more. Consequently, many view a
graduated income tax as a disincentive toward additional effort since
the more one works, the more the state takes away. Such taxes may
weaken economic growth if people believe that additional work will
not be worth their effort.

Second, the Massachusetts income tax is already progressive.
Thanks to the generous No-Tax-Status and personal exemptions, the
tax already provides significant protection for low income individuals.
Unlike the graduated income tax, however, these measures help
decrease the tax burden on poorer individuals without levying a higher
tax burden on other citizens.

Several questions also remain to be resolved on the question of
rates. We realize that since H.4001 is a constitutional petition, it
cannot include the General Law changes necessary to specifically
implement a graduated tax. Nonetheless, we feel it is inappropriate
to vote for a graduated income tax without knowing what rates would
be used. Moreover, we believe the voters, who have rejected prior
attempts to pass graduated income tax petitions for their lack of rate
structures at the time, will feel the same way.

Finally, despite the claims of graduated income tax proponents, it
seems unlikely that significant relief could actually be granted to large
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numbers of taxpayers. It would appear that a vast majority of the
population could receive a reduction or see no change in their tax
only if one of two conditions exist. Either the reduction granted to
the majority cannot be great, or the amount taken from the minority
of the taxpayers to give to the rest of the taxpayers would have to
be quite large.

Given the question surrounding the graduated income tax proposal
and its uncertain rate structure a minority of the committee members
believe H.4001 should not pass.

Sen. Robert L. Hedlund
Sen. Lucille P. Hicks

Rep. William J. Glodis, Jr.
Rep. James R. Henry
Rep. Gary M. Coon
Rep. Mary Jeanette Murray
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